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By Susan Stewart

INCE 2007, }(/HEN THE DOORS OF SUCH RENOWNED
musical companies as New York City Opera, Bellevue
Philharmonic, Opera Pacific, Beverly Hills Symphony, and
most recently the half-century-old San Diego Opera began closing
for good, the message was clear: "Classical music organizations need
to change or diei' It's a message our own Brian Asher Alhadef heard,
and soon this community will see the results of his inventive solution
in a lush production of the 1 927 smash ft lr Show Boat
"I got the idea from my doctoral days at UCLA [where] the orchestra
was designed to also accompany the opera, musical theater, and chorus," said Alhadeff, Artistic and General Director at Opera San Luis
Obispo. "In essence, the idea of collaboration was already built into
the ground workings of the orchestra program."

After graduation, Alhadeff took that model to Grand Valley State
University in Michigan where he reorganized the orchestra to
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support and collaborate with the choral program, opera program,
musical theater, and theater arts. His production of The Nutcracker that year brought the GVSU Symphony and Ballet, the
Grand Rapids Boys Chorus, and the Youth Ballet together, with
sets and drops rented from Ballet Tuscon! So the solution hereto bring previously competing performing arts organizations
together-was both immensely exciting and potentially life-saving
for everyone.
Born in Los Angeles, Alhadeff started piano lessons at age 7 and
developed strong ties to classical music early on. "My Dad had
a large collection of records," he explained. "I began collecting
recordings of all the greats ... My influences were the great conductors of the 1950s and '60s: Bruno Walter, Herbert von Karajan,
Fritz Reiner. They created a sound with the orchestra that I've
been chasing ever since."
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But, "Growing up in public school was tough for me," Alhadeff
admits. "I never fit in. ... I was a band nerd in high school; but
everything changed when I went to college." Alhadeffwould later
study with conducting teachers Bogidar Avramov, David Buck,
and Jon Robertson. He earned a Bachelor ofArts from Loyola
Marymount University, a Bachelor of Music from Cal State L.A.,
and a Doctorate of Musical Arts from UCLAs Herb Alpert School
of Music. Today, "... he is an internationally acclaimed opera, ballet,
and symphonic conductor with a unique specialization in both producing and conducting stage productions exceeding 200 artists,"
reads his web bio.

choreographer and the artistic director at Civic Ballet; Erik
Austin is an established and super active musical theater director and artistic director at I(elrik Productions," he continues.
'And the Opera SLO Board of Directors has allowed me to dream
unrestrictedly. This fantastic board works tirelessly behind the
scenes along with many volunteers who love opera. None of this
could happen without that valuable resource of energy and love,"
he finishes. "It's all about celebrating those who come together,
proving that the sum of our talents together are much more successful than when we work separately."
Show Boat is the perfect choice for this splendid collaboration. First
performed in December of 1927, Show Boat is a musical in two acts,

with music by |erome l(ern and book and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II. According to the Wikipedia synopsis, it follows the lives of
the performers, stagehands, and dock workers on the Cotton Blosa Mississippi River show boat, over 40 years, from 1887 to 1927.
Its themes include racial prejudice and tragic, enduring love, and
contributes such classic songs as "Ol'Man River," "Make Believe,"
and "Can't Help Lovin'Dat Man."
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Alhadeff is also in demand as a pianist and lecturer, university
professor, and arts presenter both here and abroad. He landed in our
neck of the woods in 2010 when he served as Associate Conductor

with Robert Ashens (then Artistic Director at Opera SLO) on

a

production of La Boheme. He returned in 2011 to help with Barber of
Seville, and was asked to step into the top position when Ashens left
Opera SLO in2OI2.

Alhadeff saw the writing on the wall when both La Boheme and
Barber of Seville-two of the world's most famous operas of all
time-filled only 50-607o of the seats at the PAC. He put his previously proven concept of collaboration to work on what he calls a
"Multi-Media Classical Arts Blitzkreig,"-large-scale collaborations
among dance, choral, orchestral, and theatrical organizations to
create truly dazzling shows that have wide appeal and broaden
audience exposure.

'A ballet fan might not

be too interested in opera, but when their
favorite ballet company is involved in an opera, they might just give
it a shot," Alhadeff explains.

For Show Boaf, Alhadeff unites Opera SLO, Civic Ballet of SLO, Kel,
rik Productions, and the Morro Bay High School choruses to bring
this quintessentially American musical to the stage.

"Colleen Wall is the amazing, award-winning choir director at
Morro Bay High," Alhadeff begins. "Drew Silvaggio is a fantastic

Among its many revivals was a movie made in 1951 starring Howard
Keel and Kathyrn Grayson. The upcoming County-Wide Arts Collaboration of Show Boat will feature a 40-piece orchestra, a 40-voice
chorus, choreography by Drew Silvaggio, stage direction by Erik
Austin, and a cast made up of SLO residents and internationally
acclaimed Broadway stars. And guess who will play Magnolia, the
female lead? None other than Kristen Towers-Rowles, the granddaughter of Kathryn Grayson!
"San Luis Obispo has a strong patronage for musical theater," said
Alhadeff. "Much of this popularity is because the musical is first
and foremost an American invention woven into our upbringing
and national heritage. Opera SLO hopes to bring an entirely different slice of this Broadway pie to our community by offering a
classical musical every other year." Alhadeff plans to fill alternate
years with a full scale opera through his Co-Opera partnership

with Cal

Poly.

"I believe the power of collaboration is the new frontier for
not only opera, but for all classical arts," said Alhadeff. "W'hen
complimentary arts organizations hold hands and work together,
creative forces emerge, new collaborative marketing and performance platforms are created; in essence, the planets align to
produce extraordinary outcomes."
Show Boat opens Mother's Day weekend, playing Saturday May 10th
at 7 pm and Sunday May 1lth at 2 pm at The Performing Arts Center.

Visit www.pacslo.org for tickets and information.

Also coming up are: Aida by Guiseppe Verdi on October llth
and 12th. And The Merry Widow by Franz Lehar on April 10th
and 1lth.
"Opera and musical theater are the Olympics of classical music,"
Alhadeff exclaims. "The crossroads where all classical arts meet
together on one stage. ... Where grand opera exists, classical arts
thrive! San Luis Obispo is just one example of a town with a thriving
melting pot for these classical arts."
Have a look at our playful cover photo, and then come to Show Boat.
See for yourself what magic is made when everyone gets to play in
the same sandbox!
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